Confidex tags & labels sold in over 60 countries worldwide

Global partners, resellers and distributors of Confidex RFID tags and labels. List of contacts available at www.confidex.com

About Confidex

Confidex is the world’s leading supplier of high-performing RFID tag and smart ticketing solutions and services. With our global network of over 100 partners we serve customers representing a broad range of industries in Europe, Americas, Middle-East and Asia. As the leading supplier we have quickly become the trusted partner for system integrators and end users of RFID technology throughout the world.

Please contact us for queries concerning RFID tag and label solutions!

Effective Supply Chains & Production Control for Automotive
RFID Tracking Expertise for Automotive Industry

Robust RFID tag and label solutions – even for the harshest conditions in automotive manufacturing

**INBOUND - When you need to reduce warehousing stock ...**
- Cost reduction through minimized buffer inventories and increased inventory turnover.
- Right parts and components are readily available for the just-in-time production.
- Bottlenecks within the supply chain revealed.

**HOW?**
- Have accurate and real-time visibility over the entire supply chain and eliminate lost or misplaced RTIs, components or parts with asset tracking.
- Create centralized supplier collaboration to manage your material flows.
- Confidex RFID tags and labels are suitable for every kind of asset: parts, components, tools and RTIs.

**PRODUCTION - When you need 99.97% accuracy in production...**
- Improved utilisation of assets and resources by minimizing waiting times and eliminating waste or re-work.
- Lean operations and smart automation improve cost-efficiency and productivity.
- Final products respond to customers’ specifications and expectations.

**HOW?**
- Control complex product mix and manage customized parts by identifying, tracking and tracing the key items in the process flow.
- Confidex Corona™ is a specific passive UHF RFID tag solution for automotive production, capable of withstanding high temperatures and harsh conditions throughout the production process.

**DISTRIBUTION - When you need secured on-time delivery ...**
- Shipping errors eliminated – the right vehicles are at the right place at the right time.
- Improved security during transport and distribution.

**HOW?**
- RFID tags and labels simplify outbound logistics and distribution of finished cars by helping you to locate the right vehicle while in transit or in stock.
- Tagging key components, chassis or tires will help reduce thefts.
- By encoding the vehicle ID number on the tag, the same tagging solution can serve other applications using automatic vehicle identification, for example managing remote controlled access.

---

*Industry compliant UHF RFID tags and labels especially designed for the automotive manufacturing:*

**Confidex Corona™ RFID Tag for Car Production Control**
- Tolerates electrolyte bath, painting and drying tunnels (220°C, 430°F)
- Automated WIP control and monitoring for vehicle manufacturing
- Body shop -> Paint shop -> Assembly

**Confidex Car Distribution Label™**
- Memory: 240 bit EPC, 512 bit user memory
- Materials: synthetic label with removable adhesive
- Delivery format: on reel

**Confidex RFID Tags & Labels for Industrial Asset Management**
- Water and dust proof (IP 68)
- Impact-resistant
- Attachment with adhesive, pop-rivet, magnetic holder, welding bracket or cable tie
- For curved surfaces
- On reel and printable
- Washable

**Personalization options**
- Customer specific encoding of EPC and user memory
- Locking options
- Hard tags delivered with unique EPC by default
- Visual markings: laser engraving, customer specific color printing, or black and white printing with variable data
- Tag fixing tools: background adhesive, welding bracket, magnetic holder and installation tools